2023 Charleston Conference Sponsors

THANK YOU! MERCI! DANKE! EFHARISTO POLI!

Conducting a Conference takes a lot of dedication, time, and assistance from a lot of people. It also takes money. The Charleston Conference would like to THANK the following sponsors that made generous contributions to the 43rd Annual Charleston Conference. Please thank their representatives when you see them! And see our Sponsor Directory online for contact details.

DIAMOND SPONSORS

Clarivate™ is a global leader in providing solutions to accelerate the pace of innovation. Our bold Mission is to help customers solve some of the world’s most complex problems by providing actionable information and insights that reduce the time from new ideas to life changing inventions in the areas of Academia & Government, Life Sciences & Healthcare, Professional Services and Consumer Goods, Manufacturing & Technology. We help customers discover, protect and commercialize their inventions using our trusted subscription and technology-based solutions coupled with deep domain expertise. For more information, please visit clarivate.com.

https://clarivate.com/industries/academia/

Elsevier is a global information analytics business that helps scientists and clinicians to find new answers, reshape human knowledge, and tackle the most urgent human crises. For 140 years, we have partnered with the research world to curate and verify scientific knowledge. Today, we’re committed to bringing that rigor to a new generation of Elsevier platforms. By freeing the
flow of ideas, our platforms help advance the application of science to the most pressing questions of our time.

www.elsevier.com

**Frontiers** is the 3rd most-cited and 6th largest research publisher. We publish groundbreaking discoveries by the world's experts. Scientists empower society and our mission is to accelerate scientific discovery by making science open. We place the researcher at the center of everything we do and enable the research community to develop the solutions we need to live healthy lives on a healthy planet. We partner with hundreds of institutions, libraries, consortia and funders to facilitate financial support for open access publishing.

www.frontiersin.org/

University of Toronto Press (UTP) is one of the largest university presses in North America, publishing cutting-edge research and exceptional scholarship since 1901.

https://utorontopress.com/
AM’s digital collections enrich the study and research of primary sources. Customers can discover award-winning archival collections, learn to use them, or create their own.

www.amdigital.co.uk

BMJ advances healthcare worldwide by sharing knowledge and expertise to improve experiences, outcomes, and value.

What's new? BMJ Impact Analytics the most comprehensive tool available to track the real world impact of medical and health research. Launched in collaboration with pioneering start up Overton - stop by table 72 for a demonstration! BMJ representatives are also on hand to discuss our Open Access options, EBM tool BMJ Best Practice, and, of course, The BMJ.

https://www.bmj.com/

For over 60 years, Gale, a Cengage company, has partnered with libraries to empower discovery and insight through leading content and technology.

www.gale.com/academic
Sage is a global academic publisher of books, journals, and library resources with a growing range of technologies to enable discovery, access, and engagement. Believing that research and education are critical in shaping society, 24-year-old Sara Miller McCune founded Sage in 1965. Today, we are controlled by a group of trustees charged with maintaining our independence and mission indefinitely.

https://us.sagepub.com/en-us/nam/home

The Subscribe to Open Community of Practice promotes best practices to support stakeholders in implementing the principles of S2O to achieve sustainable open access.

https://utorontopress.com/
GOLD SPONSORS

Cambridge University Press is committed to advancing learning and research for people worldwide. We publish over 410 peer-reviewed academic journals and over 40,000 e-books. Containing the latest research from many subject areas, our content is accessible in print and online. Our academic publications and original research spread knowledge, spark curiosity and aid understanding around the world.

https://www.cambridge.org/core/

CloudSource is a new content and discovery services platform that enables libraries to change their whole approach to managing electronic resources.

https://www.sirsidynix.com/

Founded in 1883, the Modern Language Association and its 20,000 members work to strengthen the study and teaching of languages and literature worldwide.

https://www.mla.org/
Taylor & Francis Group is a leading scholarly publisher committed to providing high-quality eBooks, journals, digital products, and Open Access materials to students and researchers worldwide.

https://librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com/

ACM is the world’s largest computing society, bringing together educators, students, and professionals, and promoting research and innovation through journals, magazines, and conference proceedings.

https://www.acm.org/
A pioneer in voluntary collective licensing, CCC advances copyright, accelerates knowledge, and powers innovation. With expertise in copyright, data quality, data analytics, and FAIR data implementations, CCC and its subsidiary RightsDirect collaborate with stakeholders on innovative solutions to harness the power of data and AI.

https://www.copyright.com/

Digital Science is a technology company working to make research more efficient. We believe that together, we can help researchers make a difference.

www.digital-science.com/contact-us/

EBSCO is the leading provider of research databases, e-journal and e-package subscription management, book collection development and acquisition management, and a major provider of library technology, e-books and clinical decision solutions for universities, colleges, hospitals, corporations, government, K12 schools and public libraries worldwide.

For more than 70 years, we have partnered with our customers and other industry-leading organizations to improve research and outcomes through quality content and technology.

https://www.ebsco.com/
Frankfurter Buchmesse is the international publishing industry’s biggest trade fair and the most important international marketplace for content – from novels and children’s books to academic databases and stories for films, games and virtual reality experiences. Publishing professionals from around the world meet here with partners from the technology sector and from related creative and cultural industries, sparking new partnerships and business models. Since 1976, the book fair has featured an annual Guest of Honour country, which showcases its book market, literature and culture to attendees in a variety of ways. Frankfurter Buchmesse organises the participation of German publishers at international book fairs and hosts trade events throughout the year in major international markets. Frankfurter Buchmesse is a subsidiary of the Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels (German Publishers & Booksellers Association).

buchmesse.de

GOBI Library Solutions is the leading provider of e-books, print books and workflow services to academic libraries worldwide. We have the people, tools and expertise to act as an extension of your library and fully support your unique collection development and acquisition needs.

https://www.ebsco.com/products/gobi-library-solutions
ITHAKA is a not-for-profit working to improve access to knowledge through services including JSTOR, Artstor, Portico, and Ithaka S+R.

www.ithaka.org

IOP Publishing

IOP Publishing is one of the largest and most dynamic publishers of scientific content in the world. Our publishing activity, which dates back to 1874, includes a wide range of journals, ebooks, magazines and community websites. We are a not-for-profit society publisher wholly owned by the Institute of Physics.

https://ioppublishing.org

MDPI

Academic Open Access Publishing
since 1996

MDPI is a pioneer in scholarly, open access publishing that has supported academic communities since 1996. Based in Basel, Switzerland, MDPI has the mission to foster open scientific exchange in all forms, across all disciplines.

https://www.mdpi.com
OUP's goal to facilitate access to digital content has continued through the past few years with our efforts, including numerous online product and module launches, new pricing programs, Open Access initiatives and Read and Publish deals across the world, as well as the migration of our major research book collections to the Oxford Academic platform.

https://academic.oup.com/

Paperboy Digital Consulting is focused on helping libraries digitize their archival materials, making them available for research in support of the Digital Humanities.

Paperboy Digital Consulting will help you take ownership of your archival digitization program to create Open Access collections in support of the Digital Humanities. Paperboy can manage the full project lifecycle. From ideation, to funding, to project and vendor management, Paperboy will be there to support you and deliver a smooth and efficient project.

We work with all archival formats — Books, ephemera, maps, periodicals, recordings, and more; including metadata capture. We help you pick the project. We help you find funding for the project. We help you manage the project. Your content gets digitized.

https://www.paperboydigital.com
The Society for Scholarly Publishing (SSP), founded in 1978, is a nonprofit organization formed to promote and advance communication among all sectors of the scholarly publication community through networking, information dissemination, and facilitation of new developments in the field. SSP members represent all aspects of scholarly publishing — including publishers, printers, e-products developers, technical service providers, librarians, and editors. SSP members come from a wide range of large and small commercial and nonprofit organizations.

https://www.sspnet.org/

BRONZE SPONSORS

American Libraries is the flagship magazine of the American Library Association and its more than 51,000 members. It is the largest-circulation magazine geared toward library professionals and the only one to cover all types of libraries and service areas in a single publication. In addition to the magazine, American Libraries’ media channels include AL Direct, its weekly award-winning member e-newsletter; its monthly Call Number podcast; and a robust website with hundreds of exclusive stories published every year.

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/

Bloomsbury Digital Resources provides creative online research and learning environments that deliver excellence and originality serving a global community of students, scholars, instructors, and librarians.

Award-winning conference management software. An end-to-end system designed for professional, technical, and scholarly events.

www.exordo.com

HeinOnline offers comprehensive digital libraries, spanning diverse subjects, empowering users with scholarly resources, historical documents, and rare materials, fostering knowledge exploration for all.

https://home.heinonline.org/

Founded in 1988 and headquartered in Hershey, Pennsylvania, USA with a subsidiary office (IGI Science and Technology, Ltd.), operating out of Beijing, China, IGI Global is a leading medium-sized independent academic publisher of international scientific research in the areas of Business & Management; Scientific, Technical, & Medical (STM); and Education. We are committed to facilitating the discovery of pioneering research that enhances and expands the body of knowledge available to the research community through traditional and open access
publishing workflows. Working in close collaboration with expert researchers and professionals from leading institutions, including Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Harvard University, Stanford University, University of Cambridge, University of Oxford, Tsinghua University, and Australian National University, IGI Global publishes quality peer-reviewed content across 350+ topics in three academic subject areas. With over 200,000+ industry-leading researchers and experts worldwide contributing to IGI Global’s publications, we ensure that each title contains the most emerging and timeliest research.

https://www.igi-global.com/

**OCLC** is a global library organization that provides shared technology services, original research, and community programs for its membership and the library community at large. These resources empower libraries to better serve their communities—increasing access to knowledge, solving critical problems, removing barriers to success, and inspiring breakthroughs. With thousands of library members in more than 100 countries, we come together as OCLC to make information more accessible and more useful. To keep up with the latest news about OCLC and our products and services, subscribe to **OCLC Abstracts**.

https://www.oclc.org/en/home.html

**underline**

Digital library of groundbreaking research featuring:

- more than 36K curated and aggregated videos of lectures and presentations from top scientific and medical conferences
- multidisciplinary coverage
- links to presentation slides, proceedings, posters, and more

Supporting researchers, faculty, students and practitioners on their path to success.

https://www.underline.io